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-What would you like to achieve in the coming years and what if you could learn
to better utilise your mind to support you and transform any area of your life?
Have you ever wondered how some people seem to easily find their path to
success, be happy and fulfilled while others struggle in so many areas; be it inir
their finances, business/career, personal relationships, health or any other
aspect? How would your business or company’s bottom line look if attitudes
were positive, people were resourceful and able to master their emotions while
overcoming the limiting beliefs which prevent them from reaching their
potential? What kind of world do you want to see, create and enjoy with your loved ones?
I write you this message with excitement and encouragement as I present the opportunity for you or a
member of your staff to acquire and derive great benefit from powerful and proven techniques used by
successful individuals and organisations all over the world. As someone who always had strong faith and a
positive attitude, enjoying success on many levels, NLP makes a lot of sense to me and equips me to impact
the lives of others in an extremely rewarding way. I have used it to overcome potentially damaging
childhood experiences and create a fulfilling life, happy marriage and rewarding career in the area of
personal development as a speaker, soft skills trainer and coach with great results – serving clients from
entrepreneurs to executives and across sectors all over the country.
NLP Practitioner Courses are often held abroad and I believe the people of Ghana deserve to benefit from
these ‘secrets of success’ that make better leaders, employees, entrepreneurs, parents, spouses,
communicators and society members. In addition, it should not carry the burden of extra time off work and
the expense of flights and accommodation which come with international travel. That is why I have entered
into a partnership with Jessica Robbins Performance Solutions (UK) for this project. Running this course in
Ghana is exciting to me as it helps with my mission to make positive changes in the minds and lives of my
countrymen and countrywomen. More importantly I know that participants will use the knowledge to do
great things. Insights will help break mental patterns and challenges which have seemed insurmountable for
many - they will then feel in better control of their lives, take responsibility and contribute their quota while
enjoying a new lease of life being the asset they know they can and for so long have expected to be.
If people had access to support from someone in their educational institution, organisation or church who
understood the power and workings of the mind, we would literally live in a ‘different’ world. This is my
motivation and forms the basis of this invitation to you; I am confident you will join us to make it a reality!
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Meet Your Trainers:
JESSICA ROBBINS:
At the age of 19, Jessica’s dream of becoming a competitive Martial
Artist was seemingly destroyed when she was diagnosed with a
degenerative disease in her spine, shortly after winning the British
Taekwondo Technical Championships. So instead, she went to
University and followed an academic path. Years later, she “woke up”
to find herself stranded, far from the life she had dreamed of. Six stone
overweight, struggling with the constant pain of a back disease, in a
job she hated and was unsurprisingly depressed.
In 2004 she discovered NLP and used this incredible psychology to
transform herself and her life in just 6 months. She took control of her life, gaining in confidence and
self-esteem and used NLP to lose weight. She became a performance coach so she could help other
people achieve their dreams. Jessica now coaches athletes, performing artists and trains business
professionals from around the world.
Jessica is driven by passion and curiosity to discover the limits to what’s possible. In 2006, she used
NLP to cure her own spinal disease and was finally pain free, after almost 10 years of constant pain.
The realisation of what could be achieved with her techniques, led her to help others take control of
their health. Soon after, she returned to her Taekwondo training. In Dec’07, she won Bronze at the
British Championships and then again in September 2008.
Jess sets many playful and exciting goals for herself, and has already achieved many of them, such as
presenting her own TV show on BBC3, working with Olympic athletes and returning to competitive
sports herself. The publication of her first book in 2007 was also the fulfilment of a lifelong dream.
Jessica has trained under the expertise of Dr.Wyatt Woodsmall, one of the very first and most
renowned NLP Trainers in the world. She in turn, now trains NLP to individuals and organisations
internationally

.
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NICK REED:
Nick Reed is a peak performance coach and trainer, specialising in helping
people be, do and have the success they deserve in all aspects of their life.
He trained as a master level practitioner of the performance psychology,
with Jessica Robbins and through his passion for making a difference in
people’s lives and an appetite for NLP, he rapidly became a member of the
senior training team for Jessica Robbins Performance Solutions.
He now teaches NLP to members of the public and organisations including
EDF Energy, Vodafone, Everything Everywhere, TNT, Essex County Council,
Travis Perkins and Comic Relief. He is also the lead assistant at Super Power School; Jessica Robbins’
flagship transformational event.
Nick is a committed cyclist and all round sportsman and enjoys using his own experience to coach
and train other athletes in his success principles.
Before becoming a coach, Nick enjoyed running a successful plumbing and heating business but his
life completely transformed after discovering NLP. He had suffered from sleeping problems for years
that traditional treatments were unable to resolve. Eventually, this drove him to seek a more
powerful solution in the form of NLP, which after just a short time, resolved the issue allowing him
to embrace life at a whole new level. He then used the tools to transform all areas of his life including
finances, relationships and health so that he could live the life he dreamed of.
After experiencing the powerful changes that can be achieved, Nick is now passionate about making
a difference to everyone he meets. He leads by example and is constantly expanding his own comfort
zone as well as deepening his knowledge and skill set in all areas of personal success.
A Great Team!
Together, Nick and Jess will guide you through your own unique and personal experience on the
practitioner course to ensure you get as much out of the course as you possibly can. They will support
and encourage you every step of the way and make it as fun, entertaining and inspirational as
possible! Change can be FUN!
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